Sargent ec155 wiring diagram

Wiring diagrams. Is it possible to obtain a wiring diagram for my Winchcombe? Don't want to
mess with anything but very useful for fault finding and general interest. There should be one in
your manual, which being a new van should still be with the van. If nor contact AutoSleepers.
The wiring diagram in my handbook is a schematic and does not cover all the electrical items.
On taking delivery Auto-Sleepers did not supply these wiring diagrams as they said they were
Intellectual Property. I cannot see how the wiring connections between items can be Intellectual
Property. The wiring diagrams should be supplied with each motorhome so that when there is a
problem it can be rectified by the owner or dealer, especially if away on holiday. OK
misunderstood. If I was in your shoes then and they wouldnt disclose information which was
related to my safety for a product I had paid a lot of money for I would persue the matter. I had
no problem getting the circuit info for the van and I downloaded the Sargent info from Sargents
site. This info with what I already knew gave me all the info I needed. This is the sargents site,
lots of info if you know what type of panel you have. Thanks Jim. Having had a good roll around
under and in my Neuvo Lancashire I can see why they cannot supply wiring diagrams as the
wiring is so appallingly bad it is obviously done al fresco with each model. Having said that, "I"
own my vehicle and feel entitled to know how it is put together. There is nothing intelectual
about AS wiring in any form!! Agree again Chris. I believe I am correct in saying that AS supply
the schematic and layout of the new vehicle to Sargent who then design and build the wiring
loom. You will notice that all interface is by connector and any excess length of loom is bundled
rather than being re-terminated. This is so AS can call on Sargent for warranty in the case of
fault. From my experience handbooks for electrical appliance and the AS schematic are
delivered with the vehicle. If you want detail of the looms you contact Sargent who I have
always found really helpful. I have always found the information supplied perfectly adequate for
operation and fault finding on my vans. The grey area in some vans can be the physical location
of some items such as relays so it is worth doing some research when you have time so if a
fault does occur you know ehere to look. Yes do agree with you Peter now I am getting my head
around the systems. Sadly being an aircraft engineer but trade I have the 'need' to know what,
where, how and anything else. Unless the Mercedes install has changed you should find:
Leisure Battery with its fuse and a temperature sensor under the front passenger seat. Vehicle
battery and a useful toolkit under the carpet in front of the passenger seat. There is a switch to
disconnect the vehicle battery if the van is stored for a long time - see Mercedes handbook.
Under the drivers seat is the Sargent EM50 that is the interface between the van and habitation
electrics. That is where the vehicle battery is connected to the habitation circuitry and it houses
the fridge and step relays, provides 12v feed for the fridge and reversing camera and has the
interface to the central locking. Three fused input feeds are in the fuse box in door side panel
under the drivers seat and the circuit fuses are on the outside of the EM The split charge relay is
part of the main Sargent PSU. The waste and fresh water level indication looms connect to the
psu as well. There are inline connectors in both of those looms that are taped in but can be a
cause of problems. If you have the Whale water system I suggest you search for the various
posts on this forum. If it is a Truma fill system you need to be familiar with the pump selection
in the Sargent control unit and if you have gravity fill you are lucky! Any solar panel should be
connected to the Sargent PSU which will both regulate and share the charge between both
leisure and vehicle batteries. If you have any other questions just ask. Very very helpful that
Peter, big thanks. I agree with what Peter has said - especially about Sargent. Very helpfull. I
rang them and they email all the wiring loom diagrams for my 'Broadway' within the hour. Terms
and Conditions Privacy Notice. Phone: Fax: E-mail: support sargentltd. Tue Mar 15th How do I
connect my compressor fridge to the EC system A. The EC only provides an output of a 3 way
fridge to supply 12v to the element whilst the vehicle is in motion. This is a normal operation
and shows that the engine has been started and the system has engaged the split charge and
EMC electro magnetic compatibility relays. The middle battery levels LED is flashing orange
when I start the engine? Can I connect a solar panel to the system? The EC does not have a
solar input, however you can install a solar system independently of the EC by using a separate
regulator and connecting this directly to the battery. Useful Contact Numbers. Register Account
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These are our user instructions for our alarm systems. Battery Charger Manuals Product
manuals for our range of battery chargers. Control Panel Manuals User instructions for our
range of analogue and digital control panels. Wireless Reversing System Information on our
wireless reversing system for Swift caravans. Useful Contact Numbers. Register Account Login.
Email address. Remember me. Forgotten your password? Register for an account. Technical
Support Help or support for your Caravan or Motorhome. Repair Service At Sargent we can offer
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look at our highly skilled workforce. Technical Support Get access to our library of technical
support documents or contact our expert team. Online Store Buy your Components, Spares,
Repairs online for your caravans, camper vans and motorhomes. Sargent Electrical Services
Ltd. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Please be aware that there are two revisions of the EC5x
series control panels. The older revision 1 panels have a green power LED and a black circuit
board and are covered by the old. These issue 2 instructions only apply to the later revision 2
control panels which have a blue power LED. DC power to run the leisure equipment and charge
the battery. Low current switching reduces voltage drop in the circuit and improved circuit
fusing provides better. The following diagram shows the typical configuration of the EC system.
The key component is. The key component is the EC power supply unit PSU , which is the hub
of the system and provides connectivity to the ancillary components and the EC5x series
control panel. Page 2 EC Power Control System 3 Power Supply Details For the safe operation
of all electrical equipment within your Leisure Vehicle it is important that you read and fully
understand these instructions. The RCD will turn off trip if the current flowing in the live
conductor does not fully return down the neutral conductor, i. A normal car battery is NOT
suitable. Print page 1 Print document 12 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Forums Website
Help Members. Rallies Monthly Weekly Agenda Archive. Classifieds New ads Latest content
Latest feedback Latest questions. Resources Latest reviews. Log in Register. What's New.
Website Help. Log in. Install the app. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Chris CM. Jan 28, S. Do you think it would be ok to parallel with
the EC charging and connect the Ctek directly between the vehicle and leisure batteries? It's not
a good idea to simply parallel them, because the EC has a split charge relay that directly
connects starter battery to leisure battery when the engine is running. That would short out the
B2B and stop it charging any faster than before. But if you simply disconnect the starter battery,
then when the engine is not running and hookup is connected, the EC built-in charger can't
charge it. What others have done is connect the B2B in parallel, but put a relay in the starter
battery wire near the EC terminal. The result is, the starter battery is disconnected from the EC
when the engine is running, but reconnects when the engine stops to allow hookup charging
etc. Having said all that, if you have a Sterling battery maintainer, you probably don't need
hookup charging for the starter battery. In that case you could just disconnect the starter
battery from the EC and not bother with a relay at all. As autorouter has already said, it is
necessary to isolate the supply from the EC when the engine is running, in order to get any
benefit from the B2B Charger. Thanks guys, very useful info, seems that a relay is the way to
go, Revolver, does your arrangement still allow the fridge to operate on 12v whilst the engine is
running? What has confused me is that there is no separate charge relay shown on the EC
wiring diagram only one for the fridge, so is the one next to the vehicle battery a fridge relay and
not a split charge relay? If this is the case is the leisure charge controller built into the EC?
Chris CM said:. Revolvor, does your arrangement still allow the fridge to operate on 12v whilst
the engine is running? Thanks for this, it looks a lot more sophisticated than the EC! The fridge
relay is shown as a discrete component outside the EC Some food for thought? The split charge
relay, which connects the starter and leisure batteries when the engine is running, is inside the
EC From the Sargent web site: "The EC is a compact W power supply unit and charger and
incorporates the following features. The fridge relay can be used to switch another relay that
disconnects the battery from the EC As you say, the fridge relay is external to the EC so is quite
handy for this. Show hidden low quality content. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Similar threads.
Lithium TN ah charging problem.. Replies 16 Views Feb 9, Raul. Replies 0 Views Oct 1, BigDean.
Dc to dc charger wiring? Replies 10 Views Nov 28, Pausim. Lockdown Leccy Musings â€” your
opinions please. Replies 6 Views Jan 15, Nasher. Replies 19 Views Nov 25, Pausim. This site
uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if
you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. This again needs quite a lot of forward planning because a lot depends on what
you are going to want the vehicle to do and, if you are on a tight budget, this also comes into

play. We actually went for the sergeant EC with the EC51 control module. The only real
difference between the EC50 and the EC51 is that the later has onboard fresh and waste water
tank sensors which we thought would eradicate any guesswork and grovelling around. The
package comes with a wiring harness which is pretty easy to connect up to and fairly easy to
understand once you sit and get your head round it. We bought an electrical tool kit with
crimping pliers to fit ends and spades on anything you connect to it. You could buy all this lot
individually and no doubt for less money but there comes a certain piece of mind with this, plus
a professional looking job with everything in one place. If you do go for this unit, one thing that
is worth watching out for is the fridge part of the equation is a bit of a mine field, talked about
on page after page on the forums and nobody really seams to come up with a final or even the
same conclusion. There are a couple of cables detailed as "input supply for fridge" and "output
to fridge". The input supply for fridge disregard the description is basically, as I understand it, a
signal wire that tells the EC unit that the engine is running and basically to switch just about
everything off, as it's illegal,I believe, in europe to travel on the road with things switched on. It
also, as I understand it, switches the EC to charge the leisure batteries mode from the vehicles
alternator. After coming across much confusion about the fridge, is it also switched off? I did
this and also bought a separate red warning lamp and fitted that just after the fuse to remind me
when leaving the vehicle that the fridge was still connected. This should be fine under normal
use as when you are on hook up to the mains, or when the engine is running, the leisure
batteries get charged anyway. It's just when you park her up for a week or month or two, get
into the habit of turning it off at the fused switch or it will run the batteries completely flat. Now,
going back to the "Input supply for fridge" cable, this has to have an "engine run" signal feed to
it, which in simple terms, it needs a feed from the alternator, through a relay. Well, scared me a
bit too, but on reading up about relays etc, it seems that the relay basically switches a feed on,
to this "input supply for fridge" cable when the alternator is running and switches it off when
it's not. Again after more reading on't tinternet,I found that it seemed most people struggled to
find that "engine run" point at the alternator or fuse box, plus, as modern vehicle electrics are
on a CANBUS system, it's very easy to knacker things up and you can't just tap in anywhere.
So, I found you could use a thing called a voltage sensing relay. What this does is sense when
the voltage to the battery goes up slightly when the alternator kicks in engine run and saves a
bucketload of time and risky tampering around trying to find the signal. Some of the forums
said this wasn't up to the job and they had had problems with them, well maybe they had if it
was being used with the fridge output cable to a three way fridge, but all I wanted was an engine
run signal and the thing seems to work fine. Please don't take any of this stuff as gospel cos I'm
no authority on these things, I'm just putting down what worked for me. Make your conversion
project easy by getting this great new book about Self Build Campervan Conversions by
Renwick's Guides. Gets a bit mor technical here. Task Write-up:. Related Products. Task Image
Gallery click to enlarge :. Cookie Policy. All rights reserved. Write up for their project Harvey.
Jump to page : First 1 Last. All Rights Reserved. Company Registered in England no. GB You
are logged in as a guest. Forums Home. Search our Forums. Log in to the Forums. Register on
the Forums. Just joined Posts: 1. I'm in the process of fitting one of these to my vivaro. It shows
in the wiring diagram a relay to connect to the alternator lamp Can anyone inform me of the
relay required. I have contacted Sargent and had no constructive information from them!
Thanks Frank. Pretty much any auto relay with a rating of about 70amps will do. However, These
contacts depending on how you are wiring it and the Battery bank size can switch a lot of
current so the contacts are prone to minor deterioration. Just a little bit of burning of the
contacts can drop the voltage enough to affect the charging of the habitation batteries
significantly so suggest you get a quality relay? It might seem over the top, but just a little bit of
deterioration of the contacts can drop the voltage. Just a 0. Edited by aandncaravan AM. Or
even easier, do as they have on our latest PVC and use heavy duty voltage sensing relays,
trigger current required is very low and don'tneed connect to the alternator at all. Bas Edited by
Basil PM. You can use Voltage sensing relays, which are easier and quicker to wire, but there
are several disadvantages. The first is that any time the Starter battery voltage is raised, say
above So simple operations like charging up the Starter battery via a Car battery charger will
hook in the Habitation battery resulting in the Car battery charger taking longer to charge the
starter battery. If it does also hook in the fridge, which can draw 13amps, when the Car battery
charger is only 4amps, the batteries will slowly discharge, not charge up. This last scenario is
not likely, just showing possibilities. You also need to be very careful about 'Jumpstarts'. The
rule when 'boost starting' a Motorhome battery is to put on the jump leads then run the Donor
engine for 10 minutes to put some If a voltage sensing relay is in operation, it will connect in the
Habitation battery to the Starter battery, so sapping some of the charge and reducing some of
the effect. However, worse than this is that when you then operate the Starter Motor it has three

batteries to draw power from : a half 'dead' Starter battery, a potentially fully charged habitation
battery or two and the Donor vehicles Starter battery which may or may not have a perfect
connection through those jump leads? Guess what might happen if the Habitation battery tries
to supply amps through it's thin cabling? If that power is routed via a Power unit like the EC,
guess what might happen to that?
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Pretty sure you can kiss good bye to the VSR the current goes through. However, the biggest
disadvantage, in my view, is the continuous power draw that the voltage sensing relay takes
while it is 'watching' for the voltage to rise. It is only small but adds up over weeks to a
significant drain. A 'dumb' relay approach, as per Sargent has none of those draw backs. It only
triggers when the Alternator is spinning, no other time. Which is why it is used by all the big
Motorhome electronics manufacturers. You also have to be careful if using Solar Power
charging of the Starter battery as this will obviously raise the starter battery above the VSR
trigger voltage, which may or may not be a good thing depending on whether the VSR brings in
the Fridge on 12v? A voltage sensing relay is the lazy way to wire up, not the best. A quality
VSR relay will also cost a lot more than a 'dumb' unit. Edited by aandncaravan PM. Delete all
cookies set by this site. Any problems? Contact the administrator.

